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NOTES

Listing 1
Hex and Assembly Version of the Modified Elapsed Time Subroutine

transfers control to a command located a certain number
of bytes forward or backward in the program from the
location of the command itself). Two methods present
themselves. The first method, available on computers us
ing the 65Cxx processor, is to substitute the BRA (BRanch
Always) command for the existing JMP commands, with
no changes in syntax or timing. Since the 65Cxx proces
sor is not standard for all computers in the 65xx family,
an alternative method is to use a conditional branching
command in a situation in which the condition for branch
ing is always met. In the two subroutines under consider
ation, the JMP command is executed only after a test of
the equality of two quantities has failed, that is, after a
BEQ (Branch if EQual) command has not been executed.
Replacement of the JMP commands with BNE (Branch
if Not Equal) commands and the same target addresses
accomplishes the same goal without disturbing the tim
ing characteristics of either routine. Such changes are ex
hibited in Line 22 of Listing 1 and Lines 18 and 24 of
Listing 2. To maintain the original timing characteristics,
a null operation (NOP) has been inserted with each such
change.

Memory Locations. The original versions of the
subroutines under discussion used several memory loca
tions for storage of delay factors and counts of the timing
routines. As published, these storage locations were
placed immediately after the machine code for the rou
tines, in an area now used by the Apple computer's au
tostart routines. Users of other computers may not have
this location problem, but even if alternative locations are

.
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In 1979, Price published two machine language subrou
tines for timing events that might be monitored or con
trolled by a computer based upon a 65xx microproces
sor. Since that time, a number of studies have employed
these routines (e.g., Everett, Hochhaus, & Brown, 1985;
Jenkins, 1982; Logsdon, Hochhaus, Williams, Rundell,
& Maxwell, 1984; Nissen & Corkin, 1985). There are,
however, two major obstacles to loading and running the
routines successfully in memory locations other than those
originally indicated: these obstacles are the use of the 65xx
unconditional branch command (JMP) and the specifica
tion of particular absolute memory locations for use as
counters. It is the intent of the present note to suggest
modifications to the original routines to make relocation
somewhat easier. Although these changes apply specifi
cally to the Apple II series of computers, similar modifi
cations may be beneficial for other computers using this
family of processors.

Branching. The 65xx unconditional branch command,
JMP, can operate in two addressing modes. As used by
Price (1979), the command transfers flow of control to
the instruction stored at the absolute address used as the
operand. If the subroutine is loaded into a different loca
tion in RAM without changing this target address, con
trol will pass to whatever command, if any, is located at
the original target location. One way of circumventing
this problem is to change the operand to a location that
is not the actual target, but rather contains the address
of the target (i.e., to use the indirect addressing mode of
the JMP command). Once this is done, the appropriate
target address can be POKEd into memory without reas
sembling the subroutine itself. On the negative side, the
use of this addressing mode requires two additional
memory locations for each target address needed, and it
changes the number of machine cycles used when the com
mand is executed. If anything, such an approach may ac
tually compound the problems of utilizing the routines.

A preferable method is to employ a branching command
that utilizes the relative addressing mode (i.e., one that

Price's (1979) machine language timing subroutines
are modified to make relocation easier by means of rela
tive branching commands and use ofscreen holes for data
storage.
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Listing 2
Hex and Assembly Version of the Modified Delay Timing Subroutine

1
2 . DELAY TINER
3 •
4 DELAY IIf9
5 L1NLO IIfA
6 LUHI UfB
7 OBJ .300
B OR6 .300

0300: A2 00 9 LDI ..00 INITIALIZE
0302: AO 00 10 LOY ..00 BOTH INDICES
0304, 3B 11 START SEC 6ET CARRY BIT
0305: AD f9 04 12 LOA DELAY
030B: E9 01 13 DEC SBC ..01 LOOP UNT IL ZERO
030A: DO FC 14 INE DEC
030C: EB 15 INI THEN INCRENENT I
0300, FO 03 16 BED COUNT UNTIL X • 0
030F: EA 17 NOP
0310: 00 01 IB INE TESTLO ELSE CONPARE
0312: CB 19 COUNT INV I NCRENENT V
0313: EC FA 04 20 TESTLO CPI LlNLO
0316, FO 04 21 lEO TESTHI ONLV IF I • LlNLO
031B: EA 22 NOP
0319: ER 23 NOP
031A: DO 03 24 BNE REPEAT ELSE 60 BACK
031C: CC FB 04 25 TESTHI CPV L1NHI
031F. DO E3 2b REPEAT INE START NO NATCH
0321: EA 27 NOP
0322, 60 2B RTS

chosen, care must be exercised to ensure that other rou
tines, application programs, and so forth do not overwrite
these locations. One very simple solution has been
provided by Dougherty (1979), who pointed out that in
the Apple II computers, certain memory locations are
reserved for use by text screen memory, but are never
used. The first eight of these locations, or screen holes,
are used in the Apple IIc computer to store the configu
rations of the two built-in serial ports (Little, 1985). The
modified programs therefore use the next four available
locations (hex $4F8-$4FB). Other locations may be found
in other computers' memory maps if screen memory does
not provide such a solution.

Comments on Use. Although these routines are por
trayed as being located at Location 768 ($300 hex), they
can be located in any available section of RAM. One
method is to enter the hex code directly from the system
monitor; alternatively, the routines may be assembled as
indicated, saved to disk, and loaded into the desired
memory range. However, if the relocated code crosses
a page boundary (multiple of 256 bytes), an additional
machine cycle (approximately .001 msec) may be added
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to one or more of the branching commands, somewhat
changing the accuracy of timing. Therefore, care should
be exercised when relocating these routines.

The original versions of these routines were executed
by a CALL to the starting location of the machine code.
While this is still a viable method, Apple II computers
have since implemented the ampersand (&) command,
which is a direct transfer to machine code starting at Lo
cation 1013 ($3F5 hex). There is insufficient room to in
stall either routine at that location; however, a IMP to
the starting address of the routine can be stored there, ef
fecting a slight decrease in the delay caused by interpret
ing BASIC, before actual timing begins. Informal tests
indicate that use of the & method reduces this delay by
approximately 3.6 msec, relative to using a CALL state
ment, each time the subroutine is called.

An alternative method of accomplishing the same ends
can be built around the WAIT subroutine in the Apple II
monitor program, described in Lancaster (1984), or
around similar built-in subroutines in other computers.
However, the same technique of overflowing one coun
ter into another may be required.
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